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Recognos Financial Appoints Ira Cohen to Lead Asset Management Business 

ew York, NY - August 19, 2015 – Recognos Financial, the premier provider of semantic data analysis for 

e financial services industry, today announced they have appointed Ira Cohen as EVP of Asset 

anagement Services. In this role, Cohen will oversee the overall strategy and growth of the company’s 

ancial services data management business, including product, marketing, consulting and business 

velopment.   

hen brings over thirty three years of industry experience to Recognos, including his work over the 

st decade as an independent consultant to industry-leading firms such as the Depository Trust & 

earing Corporation (DTCC), FINRA and DST. During this time, Cohen worked with leading market 

rticipants to help them better navigate and understand complex and evolving data management,  

erations, regulatory and compliance issues that continue to impact mutual fund providers.   

ra is a recognized and well-respected voice in the financial services industry who has proven himself as 

 authority in the fund management and alternative investment communities,” said Drew Warren, 

esident and CEO of Recognos Financial.  “Adding an executive with Ira’s pedigree to our team will 

able us to expand our industry offerings, ensure exceptional client service and deliver the most 

luable context and data insights available to our mutual fund customers.”  

rlier in his career, Cohen served as SVP of INVESCO Fund Services (formerly AIM Investments) where 

 managed transfer agent operations and services for retail, retirement, institutional and offshore 

nds.  He has also held senior management positions at Bank of New York and Prudential Mutual Fund 

rvices. 

utual fund providers continue to struggle with the demands and risk exposure associated with 

anual data entry, cleansing and analysis”, said Ira Cohen.  “Recognos offers sophisticated semantic 

ta and natural language processing to help firms meet these challenges, empowering them to simplify 

ta management and compliance to capitalize on the contextual value of their unstructured data. I’m 

cited to join the firm during this growth period to help capitalize on the increasing market demand.”   

cognos Financial offers mutual fund providers and participant’s semantic data processing, cleansing 

d analytics products and services that ensure key business data is accurate and actionable.  By 

mbining EDGAR filing data with other key reporting documents, Recognos is also able to provide a 

liable, cost effective repository for critical mutual fund disclosure information.  These capabilities have 

come increasingly important as the SEC and other federal regulators place greater emphasis on 

ansparency in portfolio holdings.  

http://www.recognosfinancial.com/


For more information, please visit www.recognosfinancial.com 

XXX 

About Recognos Financial 
 
Recognos Financial is the premier provider of semantic data analysis and services to the financial 
services industry.  Using advanced machine learning and natural language processing techniques, the 
company combines structured and unstructured data to deliver greater context, insights and business 
value to financial institutions via its proprietary financial data feeds.  Recognos Financial also provides 
data management and cleansing services that help customers automate and optimize critical financial 
data to reduce data costs, increase flexibility and ensure data compliance. Founded in 2008 with 
headquarters in New York, NY, Recognos Financial has global offices in San Rafael, CA and Cluj Napoca, 
Romania.  

 
For more information, please visit www.recognosfinancial.com. 
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